
4T-DLT

Discord guide

This document is a guide to best navigate the discord server and collaborate with the other players in the
ecosystem on Distributed Ledger Technology. Discord is used as an informal discussion forum. Vetted
and official standards and publications will only be found on the website directly.

Who can you access the 4T-DLT discord server?

You can easily access the discord server by clicking on this link.
Few easy steps will help you to navigate:

1. Accept the invitation
2. Please select a username, email and password
3. You will need to accept the discord server rules to finish the

creation of your account

What are the server’s rules?
● Keep conversation in English in order for everyone to feel included.
● No spam or self-promotion (server invites, advertisements etc)
● This is not a sales platform.
● Treat everyone with respect. Absolutely no harassment, witch hunting, sexism, racism or hate

speech will be tolerated.
● Please use appropriate language when posting on the server
● Respect people’s privacy: please use as much as possible the common channels to exchange

with other community members
● If you see something against the rules or something that makes you feel unsafe, let the admin

know. We want this server to be a welcoming space!

What are the different roles in discord and what responsibilities do
each role have?

Role Responsibilities Permissions

Community Member
Everyone enters the server
as a “Community Member”

All members can collaborate
and exchange with the
community

● Read messages
● Write posts
● Comment in message threads

Shaper Specific members which are
responsible of strategic
decision-making

● Read messages
● Write posts
● Comment in message threads
● Have access to a private channel to

discuss with other Shapers

Trusted Reviewer Special members which ● Read messages

https://discord.gg/Vv4ZcCsRCH


review
content posted on the
channel to regulate the
quality on the server

● Write posts
● Comment in message threads
● Manage messages and threads

(authorised to delete messages)
● Authorised to mute members

Admin Admins coordinate the
discord channels, create new
channels (when needed) and
make special
announcements

● Read messages
● Write posts
● Comment in message threads
● Manage messages and threads

(authorised to delete messages)
● Authorised to mute members
● Manage the “Announcement” channel

to inform the ecosystem on certain
informations

● Access to a private “moderator-only”
channel where discord shares updates

What are the different channels in discord?

There are two distinct types of channels which you have access to on discord:
● Written channels: you can post messages here, comment to messages present in the thread,

add a reaction to a message
● Voice channels: you can connect to talk with other members which are online

Written channels

GENERAL

Announcement
The Management team will use this channel to make big announcements to all community members.
Only admin are authorised to post on this channel.

4t-dlt overview
This channel gives the general information of the group.The starting point of the work around 4T-DLT is
the whitepaper and CMTA repository. Further texts should be published that enable the establishment of
a secure, reliable and regulated decentralised infrastructure.

Meet community members
This channel is where new members can publish a message about themselves for other members to get
to know them better. Let other members know: who you are, where your expertise lies and what you wish
to collaborate on.

Future working document
This channel is where members can post about future collaborative work opportunities. The
Management Team will review the document and decide when it makes sense to start collaborating on
the document. They will then create (if needed) a new channel on discord.



Server structure wishes and feedback
Members can post here any suggestions or feedback they might have concerning  the discord server
(e.g. need for a new channel)

Shapers channel
This channel is a private channel where Shapers can exchange together on the strategic decisions for
the 4T-DLT initiative

Website feedback
This channel is used to comment on different functionalities from the website and share feedback with
the team. We will then review the feedback and implement it accordingly.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Cmta standard tokenisation model
This channel will be used to discuss CMTA repository and collaborative work.
CMTA token (CMTAT) is a framework enabling the tokenisation of securities in compliance with Swiss
law. Here you also find direct access to the Github repository.

LEGAL DISCUSSION

T1-configuration
This channel will cover any discussions on the trust pillar of configuration from the whitepaper.

T2-consensus
This channel will cover any discussions on the trust pillar of consensus from the whitepaper.

T3-custody
This channel will cover any discussions on the trust pillar of custody from the whitepaper.

T4-transaction
This channel will cover any discussions on the trust pillar of transaction from the whitepaper.

Voice channels

General
When you click on this channel you can easily share your screen or videos with other connected
members. On this channel you can exchange orally with the community.

Where can you find additional support?

You can find easy support regarding discord on the discord support page.
Beginner guide to discord can be found here.
For any problems to access the 4T-DLT server, please contact Jade Sternberg

https://github.com/CMTA/CMTAT
https://support.discord.com/hc/en-us
https://support.discord.com/hc/en-us/articles/360045138571-Beginner-s-Guide-to-Discord
mailto:jade@digitalswitzerland.com

